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Moving Continuous Querying to the Client 3
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dbp:Knife aloof:Location dbp:Kitchen

dbp:Bread verbnet:Patient framenet:Cutting

Annie cuts the bread in the kitchen with her knife.

Information Extraction by Semantic Parsing

Information Extraction by Inference

dbp:Glass verbnet:Co-Theme framenet:Filling
dbp:Prisoner verbnet:Agent framenet:Sleep
dbp:Daughter verbnet:Agent framenet:Ride_vehicle
dbp:Hand verbnet:Patient framenet:Body_movement
dbp:Television verbnet:Theme framenet:Commerce_buy
dbp:People verbnet:Experiencer framenet:Experience_bodily_harm
dbp:Television verbnet:Theme framenet:Commerce_buy

10

dbp:Towel aloof:Location dbp:Bathroom
dbp:Vacuum_cleaner aloof:Location dbp:Cabinet_(room)
dbp:Frying_pan aloof:Location dbp:Kitchen
dbp:Fork aloof:Location dbp:Dining_room
dbp:Basket aloof:Location dbp:Laundry_room
dbp:Bowl aloof:Location dbp:Kitchen
. . .

10
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Some Thoughts on OWL-Empowered SPARQL 
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Jörn Hees, Rouven Bauer, Joachim Folz, 
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https://w3id.org/associations !

Edinburgh Associative Thesaurus as RDF!
and DBpedia Mapping!

EAT! Mapping to DBpedia!
and!
Verification!

EAT as RDF & Mapping to DBpedia Entities !
“PUPIL”

“EYE”

eat:term=pupil

eat:term=eye

rdfs:label

a:Term eat:stimulus=pupil
&response=eye

rdfs:label

a:stimulus

a:respo
nse

a:Association dbpam:pupil/eye

a:Mapping

a:VerifiedMapping

dbpedia:Pupil

rdfs:subClassOf

dbpedia:Eye

a:response

a:stimulus

a:mappedTo

“33” “0.33”
a:count a:frequency

rdf:type
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StaRe: Statistical Reasoning Tool for 5G Network Management

Kasper Apajalahti1, Eero Hyvönen1, Juha Niiranen2, and Vilho Räisänen3

1 Aalto University , Semantic Computing Research Group (SeCo), Finland
2Department of Mathematics and Statistics, University of Helsinki, Finland

3Nokia Bell Labs, Finland

5G networks coming in the 2020s
• Challenges:

• Massive increase in data volume and number of terminals
• Heterogeneity in cell types, devices and applications
• Ensure adequate service quality
• Low operational expenses

• StaRe solution approach:
• Markov Logic Network for network management under

uncertainty
• Ontology as a semantic data storage
• Faceted GUI to monitor and control
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Dem@Home: Ambient Monitoring and Clinical 
Support for People Living with Dementia
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Ouksili Hanane, Zoubida Kedad, Stéphane 
Lopes and Sylvaine Nugier.  

 
Pattern-Based Keyword Search  

on RDF Data
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| Using an inverted index for resources, literals and properties
| Integrating patterns to extract relevant fragments
| Building results
| Ranking the results

20Pattern-Based Keyword Search on RDF Data
Hanane Ouksili, Zoubida Kedad, Stéphane Lopes and Sylvaine Nugier

Fragment
Extraction

Fragment 
Aggregation

Result
Ranking 

RDF/OWL 
dataset

[ 𝑿, 𝒄𝒐𝒐𝒑𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒆𝑾𝒊𝒕𝒉, 𝒀 ,
(𝑿, ^𝒂𝒖𝒕𝒉𝒐𝒓
/𝒂𝒖𝒕𝒉𝒐𝒓, 𝒀)]

𝑸 = {𝑺𝒕é𝒑𝒉𝒂𝒏𝒆,
𝒄𝒐𝒐𝒑𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒐𝒓𝒔, 𝒖𝒏𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒚}

id Element Type Content Frangment

1 aifb:DAVID Resource david aifb:DAVID

2 swrc:cooperateWith Property cooperate <aifb:Stéphane,swrc:cooper
ateWith,aifb:Sylvaine>

Keyword idDoc
David 1

cooperate 2, 5

…

RDF 

Graph

Pattern 

Store

Keyword 

Query

Inverted 

Index

Stéphane

Stéphane art1

Zoubida

author

author

StéphaneSylvaine
cooperateWith

University UVSQ
rdf:type

Stéphane
University

UVSQ

DAVIDrdf:type

Sylvaine cooperateWith

affiliation

member

Result Weight

G1 0,78

G2 0,70

…

G1

20



Nitish Aggarwal, Sumit Bhatia and  
Vinith Misra. 

 
Connecting the Dots: Explaining Relationships 
Between Unconnected Entities in a Knowledge 
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Connecting the Dots: Explaining Relationships Between  
Unconnected Entities in Knowledge Graph 

 
How to find the explanation of 
relation between “Alan Turing” 
and “John Von Neumann”? 
 
 
Can we build a discovery system 
to find the hidden relationships, 
e.g. if “Alan Turing” has any 
hidden connection with “Niels 
Abel” or “Paul Dirac”? 

 

E
xplanation? 

23



Ben De Meester, Anastasia Dimou, Ruben 
Verborgh, Erik Mannens and  

Rik Van de Walle. 
 

An Ontology to Semantically Declare and 
Describe Functions

32
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Sumit Bhatia and Anshu Jain. 
 

Context Sensitive Entity Linking of Search 
Queries For Enterprise Knowledge Graphs

33
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Which%search%algorithm%did%Sergey and%Larry invent?

Total&2600+ entities&in&graph&with&Sergey&in&name
Total&11000+ entities&with&Larry&in&name

How%to%get%to%right%entities%in%the%Graph?

How&to&do&it&accurately&and&
do&it&fast:&<100ms

Context%Sensitive%Entity%Linking%of%Search%Queries%
For%Enterprise%Knowledge%Graphs 33
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Incorporating Functions in Mappings to 

Facilitate the Uplift of CSV Files into RDF
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www.adaptcentre.ie 

35 

Func%on Call	
rr:predicateObjectMap [ 

 rr:predicate ex:expenditure; 
 rr:objectMap [  
  rr:termType rr:Literal;     
  rr:datatype xsd:float; 
  rrf:functionCall [ 
   rrf:function <#Sum> ; 
   rrf:parameterBindings ( 
    [ rml:reference "expenditure1" ] 
    [ rml:reference "expenditure2" ] 
   ) ; 
  ] ; 
 ]; 

]; 

<#Sum> 
rrf:functionName "sum" ; 
rrf:functionBody """ 

 function sum(var1, var2) { 
  return parseInt(var1 + var2) ; 
 } 

""" ;. 

<http://example.com/1> <http://www.example.com/expenditure> "50.2"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#float> . 
<http://example.com/2> <http://www.example.com/expenditure> "69.6"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#float> . 
<http://example.com/3> <http://www.example.com/expenditure> "51.0"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#float> . 

h,ps://www.scss.tcd.ie/~cro9ja/funul/	

Incorpora%ng	Func%ons	in	Mappings	to	Facilitate	
the	Upli@	of	CSV	Files	into	RDF	
	
	

Func%on	Defini%on	

id,expenditure1,expenditure2 
1,40.2,10 
2,30.6,39  
3,29,22  
 

CSV	Input	

M
ap

pi
ng
	

Output	
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Lara Haidar-Ahmad, Amal Zouaq and Michel 
Gagnon. 

 
Automatic Extraction of Axioms from Wikipedia 

Using SPARQL

39
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Automatic Extraction of Axioms from Wikipedia 
Using SPARQL

• Vehicles are non-living means of transportation

Vehicles � NonLivingMeansOfTransportations

• Grammatical patterns:
• SUBJECT COPULA OBJECT

• SPARQL

• A currency is a unit of exchange, facilitating the transfer of goods and services.

Currency ≡ UnitOfExchange ∩ ∃facilitating.TransferOfGoods ∩ ∃facilitating.TransferOfServices

39



Peter Bourgonje, Julian Moreno Schneider, Jan 
Nehring, Georg Rehm, Felix Sasaki and Ankit 

Srivastava. 
 

Towards a Platform for Curation Technologies: 
Enriching Text Collections with a Semantic-Web 

Layer

41
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Towards a Platform for Curation Technologies:
Enriching Text Collections with a Semantic-Web Layer

Model
Approach

Dictionary 
Approach

Input Text
(Document) NIF 

Output
Temporal 
Analyzer

Doc#1

Doc#2

Doc#3

Doc#4

Doc#5

Doc#7

Doc#6 Doc#8

Doc#9

U.S.

Soviet Union

Hanoi

John F. 
Kennedy

June 1959

1960

Vietnam

41

Semantic Layer

Natural 

Language 

Processing

Machine

Translation

Semantic Storage



Ran Yu, Ujwal Gadiraju, Xiaofei Zhu, Besnik 
Fetahu and Stefan Dietze. 

 
Entity Summarisation on Structured Web 

Markup

42



Web markup : Web Data Commons 2014 Dec - 20.48 
billion quads, 30% web page containing markup (e.g. 
schema.org), increasing rapidly. - it’s cool!

Towards Entity Summarisation on 
Structured Web Markup
Ran Yu, Ujwal Gadiraju, Xiaofei Zhu, Besnik Fetahu, Stefan Dietze | yu@l3s.de 
L3S Research Center

I can know entities better! 
But…               
markup is noisy, redundant thus hard to use as 
knowledge base

Find out! -- p
oster 42

How?! to derive correct and diverse entity 
summaries

42



Mouna Kamel and Cassia Trojahn. 
 

Taking advantage of discursive properties for 
validating hierarchical semantic relations 

extracted from parallel enumerative structures

47
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The American College of Endocrinology (ACE) and the American Association of Clinical 
Endocrinologists (AACE) have developed lifestyle intervention guidelines for preventing the 
onset of type 2 diabetes: 
● Healthy meals (a diet low in saturated fat, sugars, and refined carbohydrates, as well as 

limited sodium and total calories)
● Physical exercise (45 minutes of exercise per day, five days a week)  Reducing weight 

by as little as 5-10 percent may have a significant impact on overall health

The risk factors for which are listed below :
● Family history (parent or sibling)
● Dyslipidemia (triglycerides > 200 or HDL < 35)
● Overweight or obesity (body mass index > 25)
● History of gestational diabetes or infant born with birth weight 

greater than 9 lb (4 kg)
● High risk ethnic group
● Hypertension (systolic blood pressure >140 mmHg or diastolic 

blood pressure > 90 mmHg)
● Prior fasting blood glucose > 99
● Known vascular disease
● Markers of insulin resistance (PCOS, acanthosis nigricans)

Prediabetes typically has no distinct signs or symptoms. Patients 
should monitor for signs and symptoms of type 2 diabetes mellitus. 
These include the following:
● Constant hunger
● Unexplained weight loss
● Weight gain
● Flu-like symptoms, including weakness and fatigue
● Blurred vision
● Slow healing of cuts or bruises
● Tingling or loss of feeling in hands or feet
● Recurring gum or skin infections
● Recurring vaginal or bladder infections
● A high BMI (Body Mass Index) result

47

isA

Lost in relation extraction ? … Let's visit our poster on 
validation !



Sumit Bhatia, Alok Goel, Elizabeth Bowen and 
Anshu Jain. 

 
Separating Wheat From the Chaff –  
A  Relationship Ranking Algorithm

51
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Separating*Wheat*From*the*Chaff*– A*Relationship*
Ranking*Algorithm 51
What*are*the*most*important*facts*for*a*
given*entity?

Sumit&Bhatia,&Alok Goel,&Elizabeth&Bowen&and&Anshu Jain
IBM$Watson,$Almaden$Research$Center,$USA

{sumit.bhatia,$alok.goel,$elizabeth.bowen,$ anshu.n.jain}@us.ibm.com

Separating*Wheat*From*the*Chaff*–
A*Relationship*Ranking*Algorithm

Introduction

51

Proposed*Approach

Evaluation*and*Future*Work

What&are&the&most&important&relationships&of&Barack&Obama?

• KB&created&out&of&wikipedia – 30M&entities,&192M&
unique&relationships

• 21&seed&entities&from&KORE&entity&relatedness&
dataset

• 3&level&graded&relevance&scores&(0,1,2)&assigned&by&
subject&matter&experts

Future&work&to&focus&on&incorporating& context for&
better&ranking

Barack&
Obama

United&
States

Michelle&
Obama

Kenya

White&
House

Patient&Protection&And&Affordable&Care&Act

What(are(the(most(important(facts(for(a(given(
entity?

John&
McCain

21K&distinct&relationships&for&Barack&Obama

Sumit&Bhatia 15

• Knowledge&Graphs&provide&facts&about&real&world&
entities&and&how&these&entities&are&connected&to&each&
other

• An&entity&may&be&connected&to&multiple&entities,&and&
may&have&multiple&connections&with&each&entity

• We*posit:*All*edges*are*not*equally*important

• How&to&rank&all&relationships/edges&of&a&given&entity?

Probabilistic&Modeling&of&Relationship&Selection&ProcessModeling(Relationship(Selection

Sumit&Bhatia 16
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r$between e$and et

ranking Wikipedia entities and their relationships. However, their method is depen-
dent on the hyperlinks structure derived from Wikipedia and thus, can not be applied
for graphs constructed from generic corpora. Instead of finding most important rela-
tionships, Zhang et al. [5] propose an alternative way to cluster similar relationships
together and then allowing the users to further explore clusters of interest. In this paper,
we address the problem of ranking relationships for an entity in an automatically con-
structed knowledge graph. We propose a probabilistic framework that judges the rele-
vance of a relationship by utilizing various measures such as entity popularity, strength
of evidence for a relationship, and affinity between input and target entities. We use
a semantic graph constructed from text of all articles in Wikipedia by automatically
extracting the entities and their relations by using IBM’s Statistical Information and
Relation Extraction (SIRE) toolkit1. Even though there exist popular knowledge bases
like DBPedia that contain high quality data, we chose to construct a semantic graph
using automated means as such a graph will be closer to many practical real world sce-
narios where high quality curated graphs are often not available and one has to resort
to automatic methods of constructing knowledge bases. Our graph contains more than
30 millions entities and 192 million distinct relationships in comparison to 4.5 million
entities and 70 million relationships in DBpedia.

2 Proposed Relationship Ranking Algorithm

Let us consider a Knowledge Graph G = {E,R}, where, E = {e1, e2, . . . , en} is the
set of nodes (or entities) and R = {r1, r2, . . . , rm} is the set of edges (or relationships).
Further, let w : R ! R+ is a weight function that gives weight of any edge in the graph.
This function can be defined in various ways to measure the importance of an edge. We
chose the frequency of occurrence of the given fact in the text corpus (mention count)
as the weight of the edge corresponding to that relation in the graph. Given an input
entity e, and a set Re 2 R of all the relations involving e, we want to produce an
ordered list of all the elements of Re, ordered by their importance/relevance. The task
of selecting a relationship involving input entity e can be decomposed in two steps – first
selecting a target entity et, and then selecting an edge that connects these two entities.
For example, for input Barack Obama, we first select a target entity, say United States,
and then decide which of the two relationships out of citizenOf and presidentOf should
be picked. Mathematically,

P (r, et|e) = P (et|e)P (r|et, e) = P (r|e, et)
P (et)P (e|et)

P (e)
(1)

In the above equation, P (e) can be ignored for ranking purposes since this factor will
remain same for all target entities and relationships. The above equation can then be
written as follows:

P (r, et|e) / P (et)| {z }
Entity Prior

⇥ P (e|et)| {z }
Entity Affinity

⇥ P (r|e, et)| {z }
Relationship Strength

(2)

The above equation represents the ranking function that can be used to rank all rela-
tionships of a given entity. We now discuss the three components in the above equation
contributing to the overall relevance score of a given relationship.

1 http://ibmlaser.mybluemix.net/siredemo.html
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Entity*Prior:*More&popular&entity&is&more&probable

Entity*Affinity:*Number&and&strength&of&relationships&between&
input&and&target&entity:

Relationship*Strength:*Support&from&text&corpus

Modeling(Relationship(Selection
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Entity Prior: This component captures the intuition that in absence of any other in-
formation, the input entity has a higher chance of having a relationship with a popular
entity in the graph as compared to a rare entity in the graph. It can be computed as
follows:

P (et) / relCount(et) (3)

where, relCount(et) is the number of relationships entity et is involved in.

Entity Affinity: A target entity that has most of its relationships (or most of its strongest
relationships) with the input entity is more important as compared to a target entity that
has very few (or very weak relationships) with the input entity. For example, in our
knowledge graph, both “Florida” and “France” have almost equal number of relation-
ships in the graph, however, “Florida” has a larger fraction of its relationships with
“USA” and some of its strongest relationships are with “USA”. Hence, compared to
“France”, “Florida” is a more specific entity to “USA”. Mathematically, it can be ex-
pressed as follows:

P (e|et) =
P

ri2R(e,et)
w(ri)⇥ ri

P
ri2R(et)

w(ri)⇥ ri
(4)

where, R(et) is the set of all relationships et is involved in and R(e, et) is the set of all
relationships between e and et.

Relationship Strength: While the previous two components were concerned with cap-
turing the relevance of target entities for a given input entity, this component tries to
measure the relative importance of different relationship types once we have selected
the target entity. Given two entities, there could be multiple relationships between them.
For example, “Barack Obama” is connected to “USA” with multiple relationships such
as presidentOf, citizenOf, livesAt, bornAt, etc. In absence of any other information, we
hypothesize that a relationship having more support/evidence from the corpus is more
important than a relationship that has little supporting evidence. Mathematically,

P (r|e, et) =
mentionCount(r, e, et)P

r2Re,et
mentionCount(r, e, et)

(5)

where, mentionCount(r, e, et) represents the number of times relationship r connect-
ing e and et was mentioned in the text corpus, and Re,et is the set of all relationships
between entities e and et.

3 Evaluation

For evaluating our proposed relationship ranking approach, we use the set of entities
provided in the KORE entity relatedness dataset [2]. This dataset provides 21 seed en-
tities from various domains. However, the dataset does not provide a ranked list of
important relationships for the seed entities. Hence, we took help of two human evalu-
ators to assess the quality of results produced by proposed ranking approach. For each
input entity, we generated top 10 relationships ranked by our proposed ranking func-
tion and also top 10 most popular relationships as a baseline. Each evaluator was asked
to rate the resulting relationships using a three point scale – 0 for an incorrect/noisy
relationship, 1 for a correct but not useful relationship, and 2 for a correct and highly
interesting relationship. As an example,“Brad Pitt” is spouseOf “Angelina Jolie” is a
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Entity Prior: This component captures the intuition that in absence of any other in-
formation, the input entity has a higher chance of having a relationship with a popular
entity in the graph as compared to a rare entity in the graph. It can be computed as
follows:

P (et) / relCount(et) (3)

where, relCount(et) is the number of relationships entity et is involved in.

Entity Affinity: A target entity that has most of its relationships (or most of its strongest
relationships) with the input entity is more important as compared to a target entity that
has very few (or very weak relationships) with the input entity. For example, in our
knowledge graph, both “Florida” and “France” have almost equal number of relation-
ships in the graph, however, “Florida” has a larger fraction of its relationships with
“USA” and some of its strongest relationships are with “USA”. Hence, compared to
“France”, “Florida” is a more specific entity to “USA”. Mathematically, it can be ex-
pressed as follows:
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relationships between e and et.
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turing the relevance of target entities for a given input entity, this component tries to
measure the relative importance of different relationship types once we have selected
the target entity. Given two entities, there could be multiple relationships between them.
For example, “Barack Obama” is connected to “USA” with multiple relationships such
as presidentOf, citizenOf, livesAt, bornAt, etc. In absence of any other information, we
hypothesize that a relationship having more support/evidence from the corpus is more
important than a relationship that has little supporting evidence. Mathematically,
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Entity Prior: This component captures the intuition that in absence of any other in-
formation, the input entity has a higher chance of having a relationship with a popular
entity in the graph as compared to a rare entity in the graph. It can be computed as
follows:

P (et) / relCount(et) (3)

where, relCount(et) is the number of relationships entity et is involved in.

Entity Affinity: A target entity that has most of its relationships (or most of its strongest
relationships) with the input entity is more important as compared to a target entity that
has very few (or very weak relationships) with the input entity. For example, in our
knowledge graph, both “Florida” and “France” have almost equal number of relation-
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“USA” and some of its strongest relationships are with “USA”. Hence, compared to
“France”, “Florida” is a more specific entity to “USA”. Mathematically, it can be ex-
pressed as follows:
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the target entity. Given two entities, there could be multiple relationships between them.
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as presidentOf, citizenOf, livesAt, bornAt, etc. In absence of any other information, we
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important than a relationship that has little supporting evidence. Mathematically,
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much more useful and informative relationship when compared to a generic relation-
ship “Brad Pitt” is a partOfMany “Actors”, even though both relationships are correct.
One evaluator provided judgments for relationships for 11 entities and one provided for
10 entities. The results are tabulated in Table 1. We observe that while almost all the
relationships produced by both the approaches were correct (corresponding to scores
of 1 and 2), the proposed approach was much better at finding more informative rela-
tionships (70.48% relationships with score 2 compared to only 47.14% for popularity
based ranking). The results of this preliminary evaluation are encouraging and provide
strength to our hypothesis that not all facts about an entity are equally important and
hence, the need for an appropriate relationship ranking algorithm.

Method Score 0 Score 1 Score 2

Popularity 8 (3.8%) 103 (49.05%) 99 (47.14%)
Proposed Approach 10 (4.76%) 52 (24.76%) 148 (70.48%)

Table 1. Results for relationship ranking as provided by human evaluators.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

We discussed the problem of ranking facts about a given entity in a knowledge graph
and proposed a probabilistic framework to rank relationships/facts. Results of a prelim-
inary evaluation study are encouraging and our future work will focus on enhancing
the evaluation, both qualitatively and quantitatively. One major limitation of proposed
approach is its inability to find facts that are customized to a user’s requirements. For
example, for the input entity Barack Obama, a user researching about presidential elec-
tions will be interested in different facts than a user interested in his education history.
Therefore, our future research work will focus on context sensitive ranking of relation-
ships so that users can get facts that are most important to their information needs.
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Aldo Gangemi. 
 

Semantic Web Conference Ontology –  
a  Refactoring Solution

53



What happens to conference metadata?  
https://w3id.org/scholarlydata  

Semantic Web Conference Ontology 
a Refactoring Solution 53

https://w3id.org/scholarlydata


Femke Ongenae, Pieter Bonte, Jeroen 
Schaballie, Bert Vankeirsbilck and  

Filip De Turck. 
 

Semantic context consolidation and rule learning 
for optimized transport assignments in hospitals

65
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Context 
Layer

Real-time 
Dynamic 

Scheduler

Self-learning 
Module

Notification 
Module

65
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Demos



Jakub Klímek, Petr Škoda and Martin Nečaský.
 

 
LinkedPipes ETL: Evolved Linked Data 

Preparation

2



LinkedPipes ETL
Lightweight ETL tool for Linked Data

• Web standards
• OpenAPI
• Open source
• Pipeline 

debugging 
support

2

Used and contributed by



Dumitru Roman, Marin Dimitrov, Nikolay 
Nikolov, Antoine Putlier, Dina Sukhobok, Brian 

Elvesæter, Arne.J. Berre, Xianglin Ye, Alex 
Simov and Yavor Petkov.  

 
DataGraft: Simplifying Open Data Publishing

5
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https://datagraft.net 

DataGraft 5



Ali Masri, Karine Zeitouni and  
Zoubida Kedad. 

 
Link++: A flexible and customizable tool for 

connecting RDF data sources

6
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(X1,Y1) (X2,Y2)

Bike Sharing Station Bus Stop

<BikeStation1><owl:sameAs><BusStop1>

Problems
• Limited similarity metrics
• Insufficient information level

Current Interlinking ToolsCurrent Interlinking Tools Link++Link++ 66



Jakub Klímek, Jiří Helmich and  
Martin Nečaský. 

 
LinkedPipes Visualization: Simple Useful Linked 

Data Visualization Use Cases

9



LinkedPipes Visualization
Vocabulary-based Automatic Linked Data visualizations

• 1-click visualizations
• extensible framework
• Demonstration of benefits of proper data modelling

9

The RDF 
Data Cube  
Vocabulary

SKOS

Schema.org  
GeoCoordinates



Jo Kent.  
 

ADA – Automated Data Architecture: Creating 
user journeys through content using Linked 

Data

11



ADA - (Automated Data 
Architecture)

dbpedia.org/resource/Ada_Lovelace ADA 
SERVICE

dbpedia.org/resource/Category:1815_births 
dbpedia.org/resource/Category:1852_deaths 
dbpedia.org/resource/Category:19th-century_English_mathematicians 
dbpedia.org/resource/Category:19th-century_women_writers 
dbpedia.org/resource/Category:Ada_(programming_language) 
dbpedia.org/resource/Category:British_computer_scientists 
dbpedia.org/resource/Category:British_countesses 
dbpedia.org/resource/Category:Byron_family 
dbpedia.org/resource/Category:Computer_designers 
dbpedia.org/resource/Category:Deaths_from_uterine_cancer 
dbpedia.org/resource/Category:English_computer_programmers 
dbpedia.org/resource/Category:English_computer_scientists 
dbpedia.org/resource/Category:English_people_of_Scottish_descent 
dbpedia.org/resource/Category:English_scientists 
dbpedia.org/resource/Category:English_women_poets 
dbpedia.org/resource/Category:Lord_Byron 
dbpedia.org/resource/Category:Programming_language_designers 
dbpedia.org/resource/Category:Women_computer_scientists 
dbpedia.org/resource/Category:Women_in_engineering 
dbpedia.org/resource/Category:Women_in_technology 
dbpedia.org/resource/Category:Women_mathematicians 
dbpedia.org/resource/Category:Women_of_the_Victorian_era

Jo Kent



Pieter Heyvaert, Anastasia Dimou, Ruben 
Verborgh, Erik Mannens and Rik Van de Walle. 

 
 

Graph-Based Editing of Linked Data Mappings 
using the RMLEditor

16
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16

Semantic Web
experts

data 
publishers

data 
publishers

Semantic Web
experts

use the RMLEditor

write mapping document

Finally, the generation
of Linked Data made easy

16



Carlo Allocca, Alessandro Adamou, Mathieu 
d'Aquin and Enrico Motta. 

 
SPARQL Query Recommendations by Example

18



Squire: SPARQL-Query-Recommendations-by-Example 18

How-can-I-
access…?

Here,-my-
liege!

60

18



Hassan Saif, Maxim Bashevoy, Steve Taylor, 
Miriam Fernandez and Harith Alani.  

 
SentiCircles: A Platform for Contextual and 

Conceptual Sentiment Analysis

22
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What&Does&the&Public&Think?&

SentiCircles+for+Policy+Makers

2222



Guillermo Vega-Gorgojo, Laura Slaughter, 
Martin Giese, Simen Heggestøyl, Johan 

Wilhelm Klüwer and Arild Waaler. 
 

PepeSearch: Easy to use & easy to install 
semantic data search

27
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27



Fabien Chevalier.  
 

AutoRDF - Using OWL as an Object Graph 
Mapping (OGM) specification language

29
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AutoRDF - Using OWL as an Object Graph Mapping specification language 
https://github.com/ariadnext/AutoRDF 

` Object layer on top of Redland for easier RDF dataset handling 

` Generates C++ proxy classes from RDFS/OWL Ontology 

` Read/Write support through Redland library, all popular RDF formats supported 

` C++, Open Source, LGPLv3 

` Used by AriadNEXT ID document certification software (http://www.idcheck.io) 

29 



Martin Ledvinka, Bogdan Kostov and Petr 
Kremen.  

 
JOPA: Efficient Ontology-based Information 

System Design

30
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JOPA
E�cient Ontology-based Information System Design

• Formal object-ontological
mapping

• Separate storage access

• Explicit inferred knowledge

• JPA features

• Unmapped properties and types

• Contexts

Integrity constraints:

Report v 8documents · Event,

Report v (= 1 documents),

Report v 8hasAuthor · Person,

Report v (= 1hasAuthor),

Report v 9documents · Entity,

Audit v 8isDocumentedBy ·Report

http://onto.fel.cvut.cz/eswc2016

Martin Ledvinka(martin.ledvinka@fel.cvut.cz) Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Electrical Engineering



Anna Lisa Gentile, Sabrina Kirstein, Heiko 
Paulheim and Christian Bizer.  

 
Extending RapidMiner with Data Search and 

Integration Capabilities

44



Extending RapidMiner with  
Data Search and Integration Capabilities 44



   Dmitry Pavlov, Dmitry Mouromtsev, Yury 
Emelyanov, Daniil Razdyakonov, Alexey Morozov 

and Olga Parkhimovich. 
 

Workflow supporting toolset for diagram-based 
collaborative ontology development implemented 

in open budget domain

48



Develop 
ontologi

es & 
datasets

Explore, 
Visualize

, build 
Views

Share, 
Save, 
Print

Ontodia – dataviz tool for 
ontology development workflow

www.ontodia.org

48
GitHub  
file

WebProtege 
project

48



Kuldeep Singh, Andreas Both, Dennis 
Diefenbach, Saedeeh Shekarpour, Didier 

Cherix and Christoph Lange.  
 

Qanary-the Fast Track to Create a Question 
Answering System with Linked Data Technology

54



Qanary - The Fast Track 
to Creating a Question 
Answering System with 
Linked Data Technology

Lets create Question Answering 
Systems together! 
• Interact now! Join Us on GitHub: 

https://github.com/WDAqua/Qanary 

• Catch us on the Project Website: 
WDAqua - A project of Marie Curie ITN 
http://wdaqua.informatik.uni-bonn.de/ 

• Or just email: 
Kuldeep.singh@iais.fraunhofer.de 

 

Kuldeep Singh, Andreas Both,  Dennis Diefenbach, Saeedeh Shekarpour, Christoph 
Lange, and Didier Cherix

54

https://github.com/WDAqua/Qanary
https://github.com/WDAqua/Qanary
http://wdaqua.informatik.uni-bonn.de/


Albert Meroño-Peñuela and  
Rinke Hoekstra. 

 
The Song Remains The Same: Lossless 

Conversion and Streaming of MIDI to RDF and 
Back

57



57
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Challenges



Sebastien Ferré  
 

SPARKLIS @ QALD Challenge (Task 3)

QALD 

3



Maurizio Atzori, Giuseppe Massimo Mazzeo 
and Carlo Zaniolo  

 
QA3@QALD-6: Statistical Question Answering 

over RDF Cubes (Task 2)

QALD 

2

  

SPARKLIS @ QALD-6 Challenge

Come and solve the puzzle !
http://www.irisa.fr/LIS/ferre/sparklis/

Sébastien Ferré

data cubes

numerical data

statistical questions

RDF analytics

SPARQL computations
(aggregations, expressions)

OLAP-like operations

Natural Language Interface

Guided Query Builder

system correct

Sparklis / expert user 94%

Sparklis / beginner 76%

QA³ 50%

CubeQA 38%



Laurens De Vocht, Ruben Verborgh, Erik 
Mannens and Rik Van de Walle  

 
Using Triple Pattern Fragments To Enable 

Streaming of Top-k Shortest Paths via the Web

TopK 
3



Streaming Top-K Shortest Paths via the Web

?
ServerClient

Fragments

TopK 
3



Sree Harsha Ramesh, Arnab Dhar, Raveena R. 
Kumar, Anjaly V, Sarath K. S, Jason Pearce and 

Krishna R. Sundaresan  
 

Automatically Identify and Label Sections in 
Scientific Journals using Conditional Random 

Fields

SemPub 
2
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2Automatically Identify and Label Sections in Scientific Journals 
using Conditional Random Fields

Applications of Metadata Extraction

● Journal Management Systems
● Recommendation Systems
● Manuscript Autoconversion

Rule Based vs Machine Learning
● Generalization
● Scalability
● Accuracy

SemPub 2016 Queries 
● Author Affiliations
● Affiliation Countries
● Supplementary Materials
● First Level Section Headers
● Table Captions
● Figure Captions
● Funding Agencies
● Funding Projects

SemPub 
2



Bahar Sateli and René Witte  
 

An Automatic Workflow for Formalization of 
Scholarly Articles' Structural and Semantic 

Elements

SemPub 
6
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An Automatic Workflow for Formalizing Scholarly Articles

Bahar Sateli and René Witte, Semantic Software Lab, Concordia University, Montréal

6

Our Goal: Move from this:

To Working with your own Personal Research Agent:

(GOAL 2)

(G
OAL 1)

(GOAL 3)

Bob

knows

lik
es

is Student

SVM

NLP

Linked Open Data (LOD)

Knowledge BasePersonal Research AgentResearcher

User Model

Scientific Literature

See the demo (and become a beta tester :) at the poster session

SemPub 
6
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PhD Posters



Emir Muñoz.  
 

On Learnability of Constraints from RDF Data

7
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7
#YourRDFDataIsBecomingAMonster

#GivingShape2RDF

Emir Muñoz

#Constraints4RDF

I just want to  
SPARQL you!



Benjamin Timmermans.  
 

Exploiting disagreement through open-ended 
tasks for capturing the interpretation of sound

19
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By Benjamin Timmermans / @8w



Amna Basharat.  
 

Semantics Driven Human-Machine 
Computation Framework for Linked Islamic 

Knowledge Engineering

20
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Oana Inel. 
 

Machine-Crowd Annotation Workflow for Event 
Understanding across Collections and Domains

21
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DIVEPLUS.BEELDENGELUID.NL                      
DIVEPROJECT.BEELDENGELUID.NL

Machine-Crowd Annotation Workflow for Event Understanding 
across Collections and Domains

Create context by means of events

CrowdTruth approach: disagreement is signal

Collect perspectives from the crowd & reuse 
existing tools/methods
Teach machines to reason in the disagreement 
space

DIVE:MediaObject 
Nieuws uit Indonesië: 

   opheffing van het KNIL

dive:depictedBy

sem:hasTimestamp

sem:Event 
ANP:1950-08-11:50

dive:isRelatedTo 

dive:relatedPlace 

sem:hasPlace

dive:isRelatedTo 

dive:relatedActor 

sem:hasActor

dive:isRelatedTo 

dive:relatedPlace 

sem:hasPlace

sem:Time 
25 Juli 1950

dive:depictedBy

sem:hasTimestamp

DIVE:MediaObject 
Mannen bij het huis van Paul Spies  
aan de Parapattan 42, Djakarta

dive:depictedBy

dive:depictedBy

dive:depictedBy

DIVE:MediaObject 
ANP:1950-08-11:50

DIVE:MediaObject 
Schaal

sem:Time 
11 Augustus 1950

sem:Event 
ontbindingsceremonie

sem:Place 
Djakarta

sem:Place 
Indonesië

sem:Actor 
Mohammad Hatta

21

OANA INEL
oana.inel@{vu.nl,nl.ibm.com}

CROWDTRUTH.ORG
DATA.CROWDTRUTH.ORG

GITHUB.COM/CROWDTRUTH



Alexander Dejonghe.  
 

Towards scalable federated context-aware 
stream reasoning

22
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22
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Lightning Talks



Tom De Nies & Axel Ngonga

HOBBIT Special Session on Linked Data 
Benchmarking Requirements (June 1st - 11:00)

Lightning Talk
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Special Session on Linked Data 
Benchmarking Requirements
Join us tomorrow at 11:00 !

Fill in http://goo.gl/iKN50r 
& win an Amazon Voucher! 



Filip Ilievski

How long is the long tail? (a.k.a. Every 
generation has its own Ronaldo)

Lightning Talk
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How long is the 
long tail?

a.k.a. Every generation has 
its own Ronaldo



Paolo Pareti

A Linked Data Web of Know-How

Lightning Talk
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A Linked Data Web of Know-How
Paolo Pareti, University of Edinburgh

?



Mike Lauruhn

Disseminating access to Model Organism 
Database annotation tools

Lightning Talk
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Model  organism databases are used identify organism and 
annotate research data and publications. 

E. coli  |  Chlamydomonas  |  Fission yeast  |  Maize    
Arabidopsis  |  Zebrafish  |  Rat 

Some common processes for curating publications are 
inefficient with curators attempting to identify organisms 
from the text of a published journal article. 

Can we get access to the Model Organism Databases 
integrated into a natural workflow for researchers? 
Is this a semantic web solution? 

Disseminating access to Model Organism Database annotation tools

@mikelauruhn   /  @elsevierlabs



Poster & Demo Session

Thursday, June 2nd, 9:00 – 11:00 a.m.

Rooms Polymnia, Erato, Kalia, Melpo 

with complementary breakfast buffet


